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By invesng in Israeli securies, the Minnesota
State Board of Investment (SBI) has been
violang its own Guidelines on Internaonal
Invesng. The Guidelines were dra ed in the
early 1990’s by a task force led by then State
Auditor Mark Dayton and adopted by the SBI
in response to human rights concerns raised
by Minnesota’s two major labor unions. This
paper exposes the inherent weaknesses
in the ability of the Guidelines to achieve
the objecve of restricng investments in
countries, like Israel, that are documented
human rights violators and it reveals the SBI’s
long standing failure to enforce the Guidelines
which has exposed Minnesota to accusaons
of nancial complicity in internaonal human
rights violaons. It makes recommendaons
that, if implemented, would bring the SBI into
compliance with the original intent of the
Guidelines.
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Introducon

In 1988, as the result of SBI lobbying e orts in
the Minnesota Legislature, statutory changes
were made which authorized the SBI to
invest in internaonal securies. Despite this
authorizaon, with no guidelines addressing
human rights, labor rights and environmental
consideraons, the investment of state
rerement funds outside the United States
and Canada was opposed by powerful voices
in the community.
At the SBI’s regular quarterly meeng on
September 9, 1992, the President of the
Minnesota AFL-CIO told the Board that his
union’s greatest concerns “fell into the broad
headings of labor rights, human rights and
environmental standards.” He made pointed
reference to the “abuses and atrocies that
are brought to the aenon from me to
me by the media world-wide.” The legislave
director for AFSCME Council 6 emphasized the

Guidelines Task Force. The moon passed and
the Task Force was formed.
Membership on the Task Force included
representaves of each SBI Board member,
the statewide rerement system, the
Investment Advisory Council, organized labor
and environmental groups, but it lacked
the parcipaon of an organizaonal or
individual member with any noted human
rights experse. The inclusion of internaonal
human rights issues as an imperave in the
SBI’s investment decisions, however, was
not without precedent. In 1985, the SBI had
adopted a divestment strategy concerning its
holdings in U.S. companies doing business in
apartheid South Africa. In 1988, the legislature
had directed the SBI to take acons designed
to encourage U.S. companies doing business
in Northern Ireland to take a rmave steps to
eliminate religious and ethnic discriminaon.
These acons served as important examples
for the Task Force in the fall of 1992 when it
embarked on its mission to develop human
rights guidelines for the SBI.

importance of adopng investment guidelines
that would address violaons of human rights,
labor rights and environmental standards. In
response to these concerns, Board member
and then State Auditor Mark Dayton moved for
the formaon of an Internaonal Investment
© Gey Images
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On December 1, 1992, the Task Force submied
its recommended human rights guidelines to
the SBI based on ve key arcles in the United
Naons Universal Declaraon of Human
Rights:
•
•
•
•
•

Freedom from polical killing or
disappearance;
Freedom from torture;
Right to a fair public trial and due process;
Right to vote and e ect governmental
change; and
Freedom from discriminaon based on
race, religion, sex or social status.

Applying these ve key universal rights, the Task
Force then summarized the human rights laws
and pracces of countries based on the U.S.
State Department’s annual Country Reports
on Human Rights, and grouped countries into
three broad categories. Group I countries were
rated “Acceptable” with legal protecons that
generally respected worker and human rights.
Group II countries were rated “Quesonable.”
Group II countries had legal protecons for
worker and human rights but connuing
violaons of these rights had been cited by
the State Department. Group III countries,
the worst, were rated “Unacceptable.” Group
III countries included those that lacked basic
protecons for worker and human rights
and did not appear to be making progress in
establishing an appropriate legal structure to
address these issues.

The Task Force rated Israel as a “Quesonable”
Group II country, even though it had
determined that Israel was violang all ve
of the key universal rights, including engaging
in polical assassinaons and torture and
violang the right to associaon, fair public
trials, due process and freedom of speech.
Israel was also violang the right to vote, the
right to a ect government change and the
right to be free from discriminaon. All of these
violaons were documented by the U.S. State
Department, the sole source of human rights
data reviewed by the Task Force. In fact, Israel
was in violaon of every single human rights
category which should have merited a Group III
rang. By comparison, the Task Force had rated
Pakistan as a Group III country, yet Pakistan
had fewer categorical violaons than Israel.
There was no explanaon for awarding Israel
a less onerous rang than Pakistan other than
the fact that each of the rights that were being
connuously violated by Israel with impunity
was a protected right under Israeli law. See
Task Force Report, dated December 1, 1992,
from the “Internaonal Invesng Guidelines
Task Force” to “Members, (Minnesota) State
Board of Investment,” pgs. 2, 4, 9.
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Based on the three broad country groupings,
the Task Force recommended that the SBI
adopt the following investment guidelines for
internaonal invesng:
•
•

•

No restricons on invesng in the “markets
of countries” included in “Group I –
Acceptable;”
The SBI’s acve managers were permied
to invest in the “markets of countries”
under “Group II, Quesonable” but only
if the manager believed that it would be a
breach of duciary responsibility not to do
so and no ed the SBI in wring.
The SBI’s acve managers were permied
to invest in the “markets of countries”
included under “Group III, Unacceptable”
but only if the manager believed it would
be a breach of duciary responsibility not
to do so and appeared at a meeng of the
SBI to present the reasons for the decision
to invest.

At its meeng on December 9, 1992, the SBI
adopted the recommendaons of the Task
Force. The Board directed the Task Force to
review the country groupings periodically and
reconvene a er new annual reports from the
State Department became available.
Israel has consistently been rated as a Group
II country by the SBI since the guidelines were
adopted in 1992. Yet, since 1993, without
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making the determinaon that it would be a
breach of duciary duty not to invest in the
Israeli market and without providing formal
noce in wring to the SBI, SBI fund managers
have invested millions of dollars of Minnesota’s
state rerement funds in Israel Bonds.
The minutes of the December 9, 1992, SBI
meeng con rm that the adopted guidelines
hinged on country groupings, not de nional
di erences between types of securies. The
SBI was concerned that violaons of human
rights created the potenal for polical, social
and economic unrest adversely a ecng the
stability of the nancial markets within the
foreign countries. The relevant concern was
investment in the nancial markets of a foreign
country with a record of human rights abuses,
not the speci c types of internaonal securies
that the SBI purchased.
Israel Bonds are a form of internaonal
investment sold in the Israeli market. The
SBI characterizes foreign sovereign bonds,
including Israel Bonds, as internaonal
securies. More recently, the SBI’s execuve
director issued a sworn statement that the
investment guidelines were not intended to
address government bonds, but, instead, were
created in response to concerns that private
companies doing business in countries with
dismal human, labor and environmental rights

records would gain a compeve edge over
American businesses. Thus, he claimed, the
guidelines served only to restrict investments
in private securies.

The asseron that the guidelines were only
intended to restrict investments in the stock of
internaonal companies is not supported by
the historical record. Recalling the statement
from the President of the Minnesota AFL-CIO
that his “greatest concern” included “abuses
and atrocies,” a key purpose in creang
the guidelines was the promoon of rights
guaranteed in the Universal Declaraon of
Human Rights. Indeed, it would be ludicrous to
restrict investments in the stock of internaonal
companies doing business in countries
with dismal human rights records and not
restrict investments in the very governments
comming the abuses and atrocies.

Despite the e orts of the 1992 Investment
Guidelines Task Force to develop a manageable
system designed to restrict investments in
those countries engaged in human rights
abuses, and despite the incorporaon of
the Task Force’s proposed guidelines by full
Board passage as part of the body of laws and
administrave rules that control the Board’s
investment decisions, for more than twenty
years the SBI’s administrators and managers
have paid lile more than lip service to these
rules, prominently displaying versions of the
rules in the SBI’s annual reports but otherwise
essenally ignoring them. Notably, Israel
has connued to be categorized as a Group
II country while the SBI’s investment fund
managers have connued to pour millions of
dollars into the purchase of Israel Bonds.
In 2008, the SBI began to purchase private Israeli
securies. The decision to begin purchasing
the stock of Israeli companies was not based
on any determinaon that Israel was no longer
abusing human rights, or that Israel’s human
rights abuses no longer gave Israeli companies
a compeve advantage over U.S. companies.
Instead, it was based on the expectaon
that Israel would soon be reclassi ed from
an emerging market country to a developed
country under the MSCI (Morgan Stanley
Capital Internaonal) Index. MSCI therea er
added Israel to its benchmark of developed
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naons in May of 2010. In purchasing private
Israeli securies, the SBI only instructed its
fund managers not to purchase more than
10% of an account’s market value pending the
MSCI reclassi caon decision. No instrucons
were given to the SBI’s fund managers that
they could purchase private securies in the
Israeli market only if they complied with the
Internaonal Investment Guidelines for Group
II countries unl the Spring of 2012, a er
the SBI had been sued by several community
groups, human rights acvists and rerement
fund bene ciaries for its complicity in Israel’s
human rights violaons by spending millions
of dollars of Minnesota state rerement funds
purchasing Israel Bonds.
The instrucons given to the fund managers in
the spring of 2012 were contained in an email,
dated June 25, 2012, from the SBI’s internaonal
equies manager which characterized the
guidelines as “new.” According to the SBI
manager, “This new language was added to
the developed markets manager’s investment
guidelines because Israel, a Group II country,
moved into the MSCI ex US Index. In order to
sasfy the requirement of the new guideline, if
your rm currently invests in or prospecvely
plans on invesng in an Israeli security in
Minnesota’s porolio because you feel it would
be a breach of duciary duty not to do so,
please make a one-me wrien (and signed)

no caon to the SBI (addressed to me) of
your rm’s intenon to do so.” (Emphasis
added.)
Eager to sasfy the SBI’s need to suddenly
document its le, and with no apparent concern
with how credible, or incredible, a statement
would be that claimed that it would be a breach
of duciary duty not to buy Israeli securies,
several fund managers returned perfunctory
leers to the SBI, ambiguously aesng to a
required duciary duty to invest in the Israeli
market. Thus, the SBI now holds Israeli stocks
and bonds in its porolio worth tens of millions
of dollars predicated on the foolish asseron
that the failure to invest in Israeli securies
would violate the duciary duty the SBI and
its fund managers owe under Minnesota law
to Minnesota’s taxpayers and state rerement
fund bene ciaries. By following this course of
acon, the SBI has actually violated its duciary
obligaons by disobeying its own internaonal
investment guidelines and solicing false and
inadequate investment jus caon leers
from fund managers.

The intent in dra ing the guidelines in 1992
which were designed, in part, to restrict the
investment of Minnesota’s public funds in
countries with dismal human rights records was
commendable. Unfortunately, implementaon
and enforcement have proven to be ine ecve.
If the community cares any about restricng
the investment of Minnesota’s state rerement
funds in countries that do not adhere to key
arcles of the Universal Declaraon of Human
Rights, the guidelines must be revamped to not
only ensure compliance, but to ensure greater
objecvity in the country grouping process as
well.
U.S. State Department reports, although a
good source of some data, should not be
the only source used in grouping countries
based on their human rights records. As
a federal agency, the State Department is
restricted from making available to the public
informaon considered to be sensive or
classi ed. The State Department is also subject
to the pressures of domesc polics and may
withhold informaon pending the outcome of
various diplomac iniaves. Informaon that
is withheld or omied may be the very type
of informaon the SBI needs to make a sound
assessment.
In addion to State Department reports, the SBI
should review, at a minimum, United Naons
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reports. Heavy emphasis should be given to
the reports of United Naons agencies whose
purpose is to monitor human rights condions
in all countries. The United Naons Human
Rights Council, a United Naons agency that
did not exist unl 2006, should now be the
primary source of informaon for the SBI.
Unlike State Department reports that lack
signi cant depth and may be polically driven
and less than complete, the sole purpose of
the United Naons Human Rights Council is
to promote and protect human rights around
the globe, address human rights violaons and
make recommendaons. The SBI should also
consider the reports of credible and respected
non-governmental organizaons like Human
Rights Watch, Amnesty Internaonal and
Defence of Children Internaonal in the process
of establishing its periodic country groupings.

A key mechanism of the United Naons
Human Rights Council is the Universal Periodic
Review (UPR) which assesses the human
rights situaons in all United Naons member
states. The UPR is a country-driven cooperave
process which provides each country the
opportunity to declare what acons they have

taken to improve the human rights situaons
in their own countries and to ful ll their
human rights obligaons. No other universal
mechanism of this kind exists. A country’s
refusal to cooperate is proof enough that the
country is resistant to any change and does
not appear to be making any progress that
would improve the human rights condion
within its borders and the territories under its
control. Accordingly, the SBI’s guidelines should
establish, at a minimum, that any investment
of public rerement funds in the market of
any country refusing to cooperate in the UPR
process should automacally be considered a
breach of duciary duty. The only UN member
state that has refused to cooperate in the UPR
process is Israel.
In addion to the thin source materials used
by the SBI to establish its country groupings,
the SBI’s actual process of grouping countries
appears to be less than completely objecve.
There is simply no reasonable explanaon
for Israel’s consistent ranking by the SBI as a
Group II country, instead of a Group III country,
other than bias or inappropriate subjecvity.
Even without reference to other sources, State
Department reports alone su ciently qualify
Israel for the SBI’s Group III ranking. Despite
its tone of banality, the State Department’s
2012 human rights country report for Israel is
shocking:
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“Human rights problems [in the occupied
West Bank] related to Israeli authories
included reports of excessive use of force
against civilians, including killings; abuse
of Palesnian detainees, parcularly
during arrest and interrogaon;
austere and overcrowded detenon
facilies; improper use of security
detenon procedures; demolionand
con scaon of Palesnian property;
limitaons on freedom of expression,
assembly, and associaon; and severe
restricons on Palesnians’ internal
and external freedom of movement.”
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The SBI’s country review process is obviously
broken if this level of human rights misconduct
only merits a Group II ranking and no deeper
examinaon. Objecve human rights experts
would have been alerted to major and systemic
violaons, including war crimes.

In connuing to grant Israel a so Group II
ranking, the SBI did not consider any human
rights reports issued by the United Naons, the
very organizaon responsible for establishing
the Universal Declaraon of Human Rights, the
very document upon which the SBI’s human
rights review process is built.
The SBI did not consider the recent United
Naons report that concluded that Israel would
be subject to prosecuon in the Internaonal
Criminal Court for its unabated and illegal
selement expansion in the Palesnian West
Bank if the jurisdicon of the Court were to be
invoked. In 1992, when the SBI’s guidelines were
formulated, approximately 250,000 Israelis
resided in illegal West Bank selements. Over
the course of the next twenty years, while
the SBI connued to rank Israel in Group II,
Israel’s illegal selements grew in populaon
to well over 600,000, displacing even more
Palesnians, causing the demolion of even
more Palesnian homes and farms and
resulng in the mass con scaon (the ) of
even more Palesnian land and resources,
all of which were accomplished with brute
military force.
The UN Report, issued pursuant to UN Human
Rights Council Resoluon 19/17, further
concluded that Israel has consistently violated
the Palesnians’ rights of self-determinaon,
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freedom of movement, equality, due process
and fair trial, the right not to be arbitrarily
detained, and the rights to liberty and security
of person, freedom of expression, freedom to
access places of worship, educaon, water,
housing, adequate standard of living, property,
access to natural resources and e ecve
recourse to lawful remedies. In short, Israel is
in violaon of nearly every key provision of the
Universal Declaraon of Human Rights.
Notably, the UN report also found that various
nancial operaons were helping to develop,
expand or maintain Israel’s illegal selements.
When this poron of the UN’s report was
brought to the aenon of the SBI by the
Minnesota Break the Bonds Campaign earlier
this year, the SBI simply ignored it. More
recently, on July 16, 2013, the European Union
imposed restricve guidelines that directed its
28 member naons not to award any type of
funding to any enes in any Israeli selements
in the West Bank of Palesne, including East
Jerusalem. The UN Report, annual State
Department reports and now the acons of
the EU, however, have fallen on either deaf
or less-than-objecve ears at the SBI. The SBI
connues to cling to its Israel Bonds knowing
that approximately 10% of the millions of
dollars it has paid to the Government of Israel
to purchase the Bonds has been and will be
used to promote and support illegal Israeli
selements.

The SBI has also purchased the stock of Israeli
Banks that openly nance occupaon acvies.
And despite the ndings of a 2009 UN fact
nding mission to Gaza that found that the
Israeli military had commied grave breaches
of the Fourth Geneva Convenon by directly
targeng and killing Palesnian civilians, the
SBI purchased the stock of a notorious Israeli
arms manufacturer responsible for providing
the very drones that were part of Israel’s killing
spree in Gaza, in addion to parcipang in
the construcon of the electronic surveillance
system and separaon barriers that encircle
Palesnian communies. If the SBI had
followed its own human rights guidelines, these
investments could never have been made.
Among the types of human rights violaons
that should fall within the de nion of “moral
obscenity”, state vicmizaon of children,
including the torture of children, must
necessarily qualify. On June 20, 2013, the
United Naons Commiee on the Rights of the
Child issued a report that found that Palesnian
children are rounely denied registraon of
their birth and access to health care, decent
schools and clean water. “Palesnian children
arrested by (Israeli) military and police are
systemacally subject to degrading treatment,
and o en to acts of torture, are interrogated in
Hebrew, a language they did not understand,
and sign confessions in Hebrew in order to
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be released,” it said in the report, which also
found that children are brought in leg chains
and shackles before military courts and held in
solitary con nement, somemes for months.
(Emphasis added.) The UN Commiee voiced
deep concern at the “connuous use of
Palesnian children as human shields.”
Israel’s human rights abuses are not limited to
the occupied Palesnian areas. There are more
than 50 Israeli laws that discriminate against
Palesnian cizens of Israel in all areas of life,
including the right to parcipate in the polical
process and access to land, educaon, state
budget resources and criminal due process. A
list of exisng and pending discriminatory laws
and bills has been compiled by a UN consultant
organizaon, Adalah, the Legal Center for Arab
Minority Rights in Israel, which can be found
on the Adalah website at hp://adalah.org/
eng/Israeli-Discriminatory-Law-Database.
One such bill, the Prawer-Begin Plan, currently
pending nal approval in the Israeli Knesset,
calls for the forced displacement of up to
40,000 Bedouins from their ancestral homes
in the Negev. On July 25, 2013, the UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights charged that
the Israeli government “connues to acvely
pursue a discriminatory policy of forced
displacement against its own Arab cizens.”

“I do not regard a broker as a member of the
human race.” ---Honore de Balzac
As well-intended as the SBI’s investment
execuves and managers may be, it is unfair
to ask nancial analysts to make crical
and objecve internaonal human rights
determinaons and to do so based on
imperfect sources of data. This is the system
that currently exists and for twenty years it has
failed. Israel is the example.
At a minimum, changes are required to reverse
the appearance of nancial complicity in Israel’s
human rights violaons. The United States
Government, for several years now, has stopped
giving direct foreign aid to the Government of
Israel in the form of cash or loan guarantees to
avoid any possible involvement in Israel’s illegal
selement acvies. Yet, Minnesota connues
to directly support Israel’s illegal selement
acvies by purchasing Israel Bonds. The very
act of purchasing Israel Bonds is a de ant
statement of solidarity and bias in support of
Israel’s government which should disqualify
the SBI from comparavely ranking Israel’s
human rights record. The SBI clearly lacks the
objecvity or polical will necessary to more
accurately rank Israel as a Group III country.
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The SBI’s e orts to document its les a er
the fact with contrived and thoroughly
insupportable duciary obligaon leers to
support its investments in the Israeli market is
unacceptable for a state agency entrusted to
manage public funds.
Israel’s consistently so ranking by the SBI
as a Group II country despite connuing and
worsening violaons of nearly every right
guaranteed by the Universal Declaraon of
Human Rights shows that the SBI’s Internaonal
Investment Guidelines are not working.
We recommend the following:
a) The SBI should adopt a rule that states that
no funds under SBI control can be invested
in the market of any country that refuses to
cooperate in the UN’s Universal Periodic Review
Process and any such investment would be a
breach of duciary duty;
b) The SBI should base its country group
rankings on a review of the most credible
sources of internaonal human rights data in
the following order: reports and resoluons
issued by the UN and the UN Human Rights
Council, reports issued by the United States
Department of State, reports issued by the
most respected and recognized internaonal
human rights organizaons (e.g., Amnesty
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Internaonal, Human Rights Watch and
Defence of Children Internaonal), and, nally,
reports issued by non-governmental human
rights organizaons operang in the country
(e.g., Adalah);
c) The SBI should re-evaluate its country group
rankings no later than every two years, it should
submit proposed country group rankings for
public comment and it should consider all
mely submied public comments in response
to its proposed rankings;
d) The SBI should appoint a blue ribbon
panel of internaonal human rights experts
represenng diverse polical, religious and
ethnic backgrounds to review and propose
country group rankings;
e) The SBI should clarify that the internaonal
invesng guidelines apply to all securies;
f) To invest in the market or securies of any
Group II or III countries, the SBI should require
the following sworn wrien statement from
the fund manager: “I declare under penalty of
perjury under the laws of the United States that
I believe that it would be a breach of duciary
responsibility not to invest in the securies of
companies domiciled in [country shown under
Group II or III] and in the bonds issued by that
country, including the debt obligaons of any
of its agencies and polical subdivisions.”
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